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Abstract—In the aperiodic clock testing method, power is
kept at the specified limit by stretching or contracting the
clock periods according to circuit activity. As reported, the test
time of power constrained test can be reduced by 40-50%.
Considering the capability of the test equipment and simplicity of
test program, the number of clock periods should be kept low. In
this paper, we give algorithms to find the optimum clock periods.
Using the well known relation that the test time equals total
energy for the entire test divided by the average power, the kth-
root solution maximizes the average power for k test clocks and
given maximum power constraint. This solution uses a piece-wise
linear approximation for the sorted pseudo-energy profile of test
cycles obtained from power estimation and timing analysis tools.
For small k, the kth-root solution is optimized by a numerically
efficient locally exhaustive search (LES) algorithm. Results show
that close to maximum attainable test time reduction is achievable
by as few as four to ten selected clocks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

VLSI system-on-chip (SoC) devices contain scan based test
structures and their tests use very large number of clock cycles.
Long test time results in increased manufacturing cost [9].
To make the matter worse, few test cycles that may consume
two to four times the functional mode power, enforce a slow
test clock [16], [21]. Aperiodic testing [17], [19], [20] can
significantly reduce the test time. In this method, the test clock
period is dynamically customized for each test clock cycle
according to its power consumption.
Changing clock period on a per cycle basis might seem

impractical for automatic test equipment (ATE), however,
recent publications provide evidence of feasibility [13], [17],
[18]. They describe experiments using an Advantest T2000
Series ATE, which supports up to four clock frequencies. A
test program was developed in which each vector used one out
of four clocks based upon the energy dissipated by the vector.
The result showed a test time saving of 38%. The authors
point out that higher saving is possible if a larger number of
optimally selected clock periods are used. Even if the future
ATEs support more clocks, it is unlikely that they will allow
a fine grain control on the period of each test cycle.
Given that an ATE may allow a limited number of test

clocks, the present work provides efficient algorithms for
finding any given number of test clock periods for optimum
reduction in the test time of a power constrained test.

II. BACKGROUND ON MULTIFREQUENCY (APERIODIC)
TESTING

Our focus in this section is on multi-frequency testing and
the related power and test time issues relevant to this paper. A
recent book [12] provides a detailed discussion on test power.
A digital test consists of a large number of clock cycles.

In each cycle is a time interval that equals the clock period,
during which the automatic test equipment (ATE) applies
inputs to the circuit under test (CUT) and records outputs for
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Fig. 1. Dynamic current Ii(t) and cycle power Pi in functional mode. Clock
period T is based on critical path delay and Pmax is maximum cycle-average
power allowed by physical design and environmental factors.

analysis. The signal activity caused by inputs produces energy
consumption in CUT. This energy divided by the clock period
gives the cycle power.

Many circuits have a separate test mode. For example, a
scan testable circuit can function in two modes, the functional
mode and scan mode [9]. The structural and power constraints
can be different in the two modes.

Figure 1 is an illustration of energy and power of a CMOS
digital circuit operating in the functional mode. Two clock
cycles are shown. Clock period is T that generally exceeds
the critical path delay Tmin by some suitable margin. This is
referred to as the structural constraint. For ith cycle, energy
consumption is given by,

Ei =

∫ T

0

VDDIi(t)dt (1)

where VDD is supply voltage and Ii(t) is current during ith
cycle. For a CMOS circuit as shown in Figure 1 the current
usually peaks at the start of the clock cycle and then drops
to a small leakage current. In the present discussion we will
neglect leakage. Therefore, Ei will remain unchanged as long
as T exceeds the critical path delay Tmin. A VLSI chip should
be able to supply the peak current and should be able to
dissipate the maximum cycle power Pi = Ei/T in any clock
cycle during operation. This is assured by the physical design
of the chip that includes the power distribution network and
decoupling capacitors [15], [22]. Therefore, specifications of
every chip contain peak power Pmax, the maximum per cycle
power that the chip is designed for in the functional mode.

Either due to improper design or due to any other reason,
if the cycle power exceeds Pmax then the chip is liable to fail
on account of phenomena like power droop, ground bounce or
thermal damage. While Pmax is not exceeded in the functional
mode by design, power in the test mode must be controlled
to avoid the failure of a functionally good chip.

Figure 2 shows a scenario for two typical test clock cycles
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Fig. 2. Dynamic current and cycle power Pi in test mode if functional clock
of period T were to be used. Cycle power exceeds Pmax due to high circuit
activity. Hence, testing with this clock is impractical.
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Fig. 3. A practical test. For the test of Figure 2 a slow test clock of period
T ′ > T is used for all cycles such that the cycle power is under Pmax.

where functional clock of period T is used. Tests are generally
designed to create large signal activity to test a large number
of nodes with few vectors. Besides, in scan testing, scan
cycles potentially produce large activity at the input of the
combinational logic. The result is high energy consumption.
This causes unacceptably high per vector power, such as P1

and P2, which are higher than the rated power Pmax in
Figure 2. Thus, many test cycles become power constrained.
As a result, the test clock must be slowed down with a larger
period T ′ to keep the cycle power below Pmax as shown
in Figure 3. This leads to long test time and high testing
cost, especially for a large digital circuit whose scan test may
contain millions or billions of clock cycles.

A recent proposal of aperiodic test [17], [19] minimizes test
time by dynamically adjusting the clock period to keep the
power consumption at Pmax level in all clock cycles. Figure 4
illustrates our example of two cycles. Periods T1 and T2 are
are individually shrunk to minimum without letting the power
to exceed Pmax. Notice that the clock period has a lower
bound T of Figure 1 determined by the structural critical path.

III. TEST TIME

We consider the general case of aperiodic test where test
cycle i has its own customized period Ti. A synchronous test
will then be just a special case. Leakage can be accounted
for [20] but is neglected here for simplicity. Cycle energy is
given by (1) and cycle power, which is the average power of
a cycle, is Pi = Ei/Ti. The average power for the entire test
of N clock cycles is given by,

Pav =

∑N
i=1 PiTi∑N
i=1 Ti

=

∑N
i=1 Ei

TT
=

Etotal

TT
(2)
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Fig. 4. Aperiodic test. To reduce test time each test cycle uses customized
shortest possible period such that the cycle power does not exceed Pmax.

where total time and energy of the entire test are given by,

TT =

N∑
i=1

Ti (3)

and

Etotal =
N∑
i=1

Ei (4)

From (2) test time can be expressed as,

TT =
Etotal

Pav
(5)

Since test clock period must always satisfy the structural
constraint, i.e., Ti ≥ Tmin, the critical path delay, the integral
will have the same value irrespective of the clock periods used.
Hence, {Ei} and Etotal are invariants for a given test. The
same is not true for the other two quantities in (5). If a test
cycle is power constrained, i.e., Ei/T > Pmax, then Ti must
be increased so that Pi = Ei/Ti ≤ Pmax. That will stretch
TT in (2) and hence decrease Pav. Equation (5) is a general
relation that allows us to minimize the test time by maximizing
the average power consumption under various constraints.

Since power in any cycle must not exceed Pmax, essentially
Pav ≤ Pmax, and a lower bound on test time is,

TT ≥ Etotal

Pmax
(6)

IV. SYNCHRONOUS AND APERIODIC TESTING

Consider synchronous testing in which all clock cycles use
the same fixed period. To satisfy the power constraint, the
clock period is determined for cycles that consume maximum
power following the scenario of Figure 3. When the test
consists of N clock cycles, the test clock period T ′ is,

T ′ =
maxNi=1{Ei}

Pmax
=

Emax

Pmax
(7)

where Emax is the maximum energy consumed by any cycle.
The test time (TTsync) is computed as,

TTsync = N × T ′ = N × Emax

Pmax
=

Etotal

Pmax(Eav/Emax)
(8)

where Eav = Etotal/N is average test cycle energy. Compar-
ing (8) with (5) we find that Pav = Pmax×Eav/Emax, which
is lower average power than Pmax in (6).
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For aperiodic test [17], [19], we customize each cycle with
shortest possible period Ti = Ei/Pmax and the test time
(TTaper) becomes,

TTaper =
N∑
i=1

Ti =

∑N
i=1 Ei

Pmax
=

Etotal

Pmax
(9)

Here we have assumed that Ti = Ei/Pmax ≥ T, ∀i, where
T is the structure constrained functional clock period of
Figure 1. Thus, all test cycles are power constrained and
we note that TTaper attains the lower bound of (6) [20]. In
general, for any test cycle i that is structure constrained, or
Ei/Pmax < T , period Ti will be set to T .

V. PROBLEM OF FINDING FEW GOOD FREQUENCIES

We generalize aperiodic test by giving a range to the number
of clocks k as 1 ≤ k ≤ N , where N is the total number of test
cycles. The special case of k = 1 is referred to as synchronous
test. For any given values of k and N we must find k clock
periods that minimize the test time TT (k). The extreme cases
of k = 1 and k = N are given by (8) and (9). Thus,

Etotal

Pmax(Eav/Emax)
≤ TT (k) ≤ Etotal

Pmax
(10)

The test time is minimized under three constraints:

1) Structure Constraint: No clock period should exceed the
critical path delay Tmin. That is, Ti ≥ Tmin, ∀i.

2) Power Constraint: Power consumption in any clock
cycles should not exceed the given limit Pmax. That
is, Pi = Ei/Ti ≤ Pmax.

3) ATE Constraint: The number of distinct clock periods
should not be greater than the given limit k that the
automatic test equipment (ATE) can support.

For given k and N we derive algorithms to determine k
clock periods that will minimize the test time of an N -cycle
test for a circuit under test (CUT).

VI. THE MAXIMUM POWER ALGORITHM

Our algorithm is based on (5), which states that the test
time is inversely proportional to average power Pav . We will
determine k clock periods to maximize Pav for the entire test
of N cycles. For given circuit and its test we find the critical
path delay Tmin using a static timing analyzer (STA) [5] and
determine the energy profile of test vectors using Nanosim [3],
which has been used for low power design [10], [14] and scan
test [7]. Figure 5 is a typical power profile where energy data
has been sorted according to descending order of consumption.
In Figure 5, the solid curve gives the energy Ei of the

sorted ith test cycle. Since the vectors are sorted in order of
decreasing energy, E1 = Emax is the maximum energy cycle
and EN = s × Emax is the minimum energy cycle, where
s ≤ 1.0 is the ratio of the minimum to maximum energy.
Figure 5 illustrates the case of three test clocks (k = 3). We
divideN cycles into three contiguous groups containing n1, n2

and n3 cycles, respectively. Each group has a separate clock
whose period is determined by the energy of the left-most
cycle. For example, the energy of the left-most cycle of the
first group with n1 cycles is e1 = E1 = Emax. This group
ends with cycle energy e2 = r1e1, where fraction r1 gives the
drop in cycle energy across this group. We will approximate

Linear approximation
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Fig. 5. Sorted energy profile: energy per cycle Ei where test cycle i
corresponds to vectors sorted in decreasing order of energy consumption.

the energy across a group as linear as shown by dotted lines in
Figure 5. We assume that cycle energies at group boundaries
are same on either side. The clock periods for the three
groups are T1 = e1/Pmax, T2 = e2/Pmax = r1T1 and
T3 = e3/Pmax = r1r2T1.

Our objective is to select clock periods to maximize the
average power consumption, obtained by adding the total
energy for all groups and dividing the sum by the total time
duration of test. Using the linear approximation (dotted lines
in Figure 5) total energy and time of the first group are,

Energy =
n1(e1 + e2)

2
= n1e1

1 + r1
2

(11)

Time = n1T1 =
n1e1
Pmax

(12)

Similarly, we obtain energy and time for each group and then
average power is,

Pav =
n1e1

1+r1
2 + n2e1r1

1+r2
2 + n3e1r1r2

1+r3
2

n1e1
Pmax

+ n2e1r1
Pmax

+ n3e1r1r2
Pmax

=
Pmax

2
(1 +

n1r1 + n2r1r2 + n3r1r2r3
n1 + n2r1 + n3r1r2

) (13)

We need to find the values for r1, r2 and r3 that will maximize
Pav under the constraint,

r1r2r3 = e4/e1 = Emin/Emax = s (14)

where s ≤ 1 is a characteristic of the test. This k = 3
illustration can be easily generalized to any value of k ≤ N .
To solve this problem, let us consider the individual power

level in clock group i. For group 1, we divide (11) by (12).
In general, for ith group the power level is Pmax(1 + ri)/2.
As group size ni is reduced, the fractional variation in cycle
energy ri across the group tends to increase toward its limiting
value 1, increasing the power level in the group. However, that
will increase the size of the neighboring group, resulting in a
drop in its power level. Thus, to maximize the overall power
each group should maintain the same power level and this
requires r1 = r2 = · · · = rk = r. Using the generalization
of (14) to k clocks, we get the required condition as,

rk = Emin/Emax = s, or r = s1/k (15)

Equation (13) now gives,

Pav =
Pmax

2
(1 + s1/k) (16)
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and from (5), we get the optimized test time for k clocks, as

TT (k) =
Etotal

Pav
=

Etotal

Pmax
· 2

(1 + s1/k)
(17)

This result states that test cycles should be partitioned
among k clocks such that minimum to maximum cycle
energy ratio is same for each partition. The energy ratio in
each partition should be the kth root of the overall energy
ratio s for all test cycles. In (17) as k becomes large, i.e.,
k → N , s1/k → 1 and test time equals TTaper as given
by (9) where each cycle is customized to consume Pmax.
However, for very small k, typically k < 4, the result is not
accurate due to the linear approximation we have used (dotted
lines in Figure 5). We will refer to this as the kth-root solution.

A. The kth-root Solution
For a sorted energy profile, for which Emax = E1, we

determine the minimum to maximum energy ratio s. Then (17)
readily gives an estimate for test time. In spite of the approx-
imation used, this estimate turns out to be reasonably good
for k ≥ 10. To implement this solution, N test cycles are
divided into k groups with ith group containing ni cycles
whose energy values are within the range:

Cycle j ∈ group i if, sj−1Emax ≤ Ej < sjEmax (18)

The clock period for ith group and the total test time are:

Ti =
Emax

Pmax
× si−1 i = 1, 2, · · · k (19)

TT (k) =

k∑
i=1

niTi (20)

In the next section we apply the kth-root algorithm to an
example. Then, in Section VIII we will provide an efficient
algorithm to refine the result of this algorithm.

VII. AN EXAMPLE

We will use ISCAS’89 Benchmark circuit s1238 as an illus-
trative example. It has 14 primary inputs, 14 primary outputs
and 18 flip-flops. We synthesized the RTL description [1] into
a gate-level Verilog netlist using the TSMC 180nm CMOS
technology in Mentor Graphics Leonardo Spectrum [5]. This
full scan (with a single scan chain) version of s1238 has
508 gates (80 inverters, 134 ANDs, 125 NANDs, 112 ORs,
57 NORs). Scan tests were generated by Fastscan [4] and
static timing analysis (STA) [5] identified a critical path delay
of Tmin = 2.11ns. Next, using Mentor Graphics Design
Architect, the Verilog netlist was converted into Spice descrip-
tion [2], which was simulated [3] through 3,361 cycles of
scan test using a 5ns clock to obtain the energy profile, i.e.,
energy {Ej}, ∀j as shown in Figure 6. We neglected the
leakage, which should be accounted for in finer technologies.
The energy profile is converted into minimum clock period as,

tj = max{Ej/Pmax, Tmin} (21)

where Pmax = 2.52mW was arbitrarily taken for this example
as an average value from simulation and Tmin = 2.11ns.
In general, Pmax depends on the physical design and is
supplied with manufacturer’s specifications. In Figure 6, the
cycles for which the minimum power constrained clock period

Fig. 6. Unsorted energy profile of benchmark circuit s1238: Ej , 1 ≤ j ≤
3,361 for clock cycles of scan test. Power constrain Pmax = 2.52mW and
critical path delay Tmin = 2.11ns. Structure constrained cycles with Ej <
Pmax × Tmin = 0.0053nJ are shown in red.
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Fig. 7. Pseudo-energy (blue dots) – Sorted energy profile of benchmark circuit
s1238: Ej , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3,361 for clock cycles of scan test. Power constrain
Pmax = 2.52mW and critical path delay Tmin = 2.11ns. Structure
constrained cycles with Ej < Pmax × Tmin = 0.0053nJ are shown in
red. In pseudo-energy profile the red dots are moved up.

Ej/Pmax < Tmin, or Ej < 2.52mW×2.11ns = 0.00532nJ,
are shown in red. The energy of these cycles is artificially
raised to Pmax × Tmin so that the clock period can be solely
based on the power constraint and yet will never violate the
critical path constraint. This modification defines a pseudo-
energy profile for the test, which will be used in the foregoing
discussion. Its use simplifies (21) to:

tj = Ej/Pmax (22)

We rearrange clock cycles in decreasing order of energy as
shown in Figure 7.

Next, the sorted pseudo-energy profile of Figure 7 is
transformed into minimum test clock periods {ti} according
to (22). This is shown in Figure 8. From Figure 7, for s1238
we calculate s = Emin/Emax = 0.00532/0.0166 = 0.321.
From (15), for k = 4 we get r = 0.3211/4 = 0.753.
Thus, four vector periods are, T1 = 6.59ns,
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Fig. 9. Test time for s1238 with k clocks. Clock periods were first obtained
by the kth-root algorithm and then refined by locally exhaustive search (LES).
Approximate test time is calculated from (17) and other two test times are
obtained by adding up clock periods each weighted by number of cycles using
that period.

T2 = 6.59× 0.753 = 4.962ns, T3 = 6.59× 0.7532 = 3.737ns
and T4 = 6.59 × 0.7533 = 2.814ns. According to (17),
test time is TT (4) = (Etotal/Pmax) × 2/(1 + s1/4) =
(23.6/2.52) × 2/(1 + 0.3211/4) = 10.686μs. Test time
estimation from (17) for various k is shown in Figure 9
by a solid curve. Solid (red) dots show the actual test time
computed from (20) for the kth-root solution. While the
solution can be improved as shown by the optimized test time
discussed in the next section, equation (17) appears to be a
good estimator even for the achievable optimized test time,
except for very small k.

VIII. LOCALLY EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH (LES)

For large values of k, typically k ≥ 10, the piecewise
linear approximation of Figure 5 gives reasonable accuracy to
kth-root algorithm. For small k we have found that a locally
exhaustive search (LES) can find an optimum solution. LES
is significantly more efficient than other available algorithms

TABLE I
TEN TEST CLOCK FREQUENCIES (k = 10) FOR S1238 CIRCUIT.

Type of Starting cycle in sorted profile for ith clock group TT

solution 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 μs

kth-root 1 16 63 109 157 179 326 829 1799 2651 9.9450

LES Iter. 1 1 19 56 112 145 191 432 973 1760 2583 9.8997

LES Iter, 2 1 19 56 103 145 213 475 1026 1760 2583 9.8896

LES Iter. 3 1 19 56 103 169 255 552 1026 1760 2583 9.8670

LES Iter. 4 1 19 56 112 174 297 585 1139 1858 2583 9.8527

LES Iter. 5 1 19 56 112 179 329 659 1171 1858 2583 9.8465

LES Iter. 6 1 19 56 113 191 345 714 1204 1858 2583 9.8444

LES Iter. 7 1 19 56 133 191 345 731 1204 1858 2583 9.8436

LES Iter. 8 1 19 83 133 191 345 731 1204 1858 2583 9.8411

LES Iter. 9 1 29 83 133 191 345 731 1204 1858 2583 9.8389

LES Iter. 10 1 29 83 133 191 345 731 1204 1858 2583 9.8389

such as directed search or simulated annealing [6], [8], [11],
without compromising the quality of the result.

LES iteratively improves the kth-root solution of k clock
periods T1 through Tk. It works with the sorted minimum
clock period profile of the type shown in Figure 8. The
full range of N cycles is initially divided among k groups
containing n1 through nk cycles. Thus, jth group stretches
from a cycle with minimum period Tj to, but not including, a
cycle with period Tj+1. The kth group extends from a cycle
with period Tk to the N th cycle.

LES moves the boundaries of clock groups in iterations and
computes the test time using (20) until a complete iteration is
found to change no group boundary. An iteration consists of
chaining all cycle periods T2 through Tk, one at a time, for test
time minimization. Note that T1 = Emax/Pmax remains fixed.
To process Tj all cycles in the two neighboring groups are
considered as candidates and Tj is replaced by the minimum
period of a cycle that minimized the overall test time. This
change redefines the two neighboring group sizes, nj−1 and
nj . We then proceed to process Tj+1. The iteration is complete
once we have processed Tk. If test time is lower now than
what it was before this iteration started, then a new iteration
is started at T2. Otherwise, the process stops.

The kth-root and LES algorithms were programmed in MAT-
LAB [6]. For comparison, simulated annealing (SA), available
in MATLAB, was also used. Initial state for LES and SA was
the kth-root solution. The results for the benchmark circuit
s1238 for k = 10 are given in Table I. LES converged in 10
iterations and produced only 1% reduction in test time of the
kth-root solution. SA, in spite of much longer CPU time, did
not improve upon the result of LES. The kth-root used 0.33ms
of CPU time. LES required 85.7ms and SA used 5s. The CPU
times are for Intel Core i3 CPU, 2.27GHz 4GB RAM and do
not include the time of test generation and simulation leading
to the data of Figure 8.

Computational complexity for both kth-root and LES is
O(N × k). In the kth-root solution, the kth root is computed
once and then the sorted energy profile {Ei} is scanned to
locate clock periods T1 through Tk. For LES, each iteration
examines all N clock cycles and computes test time using the
k-sum in (20) for each. The number of iterations is empirically
found to be around 4 to 10 and independent of k or N .
In practice, CPU time of kth-root is about two orders of
magnitudes lower than that of LES (Figure 10).

Exploiting the four-clock capability of Advantest T2000GS
ATE at Auburn University, we developed a test program for
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TABLE II
TEST TIMES WITH CLOCKS OBTAINED FROM kTH-ROOT AND LES OPTIMIZATION FOR ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS.

Benchmark Tmin Total test Pmax Pseudo-energy profile Optimized test time (μs) with k clocks

circuit ns cycles, N mW Etotal (nJ) Emax (pJ) Emin (pJ) Eav (pJ) k = 1 k = 4 k = 10 k = N

s298 1.61 540 1.200 1.67 5.86 1.93 3.09 2.64 1.58 1.46 1.39

s713 2.18 773 2.440 5.32 10.80 5.32 6.88 3.41 2.37 2.25 2.18

s400 1.60 1076 3.341 9.99 13.50 5.34 9.28 4.35 3.23 3.09 2.99

s1238 2.11 3361 2.516 23.60 16.60 5.30 7.02 22.10 10.5 9.83 9.38

s1423 5.33 6975 3.000 166.80 33.14 15.99 23.91 77.00 58.5 56.60 55.60

s13207 3.80 62237 21.30 6649.86 126.30 80.94 106.84 369.0 317.6 314.31 312.20

s15850 4.22 101707 24.00 26112 356.30 101.28 256.73 1510 1135 1106.42 1088.00

s38584 3.26 224112 35.00 73552.5 395.27 114.10 328.19 2531 2130 2110.83 2101.50
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Fig. 10. CPU time on Intel Core i3 CPU, 2.27GHz 4GB RAM for kth-root
and LES solutions for s1238 circuit. Total test clock cycles, N = 3, 361.

s1238. For single clock (k = 1), the 3,361 cycle test takes
22.1μs exactly as predicted in Table II. For k = 2 kth-root
and LES select the minimum periods of sorted cycles 1 and
345 in Figure 8, resulting in a test program run time of
12.2μs. For k = 4, the clocks corresponded to sorted cycles
1, 179, 620 and 1,858 for a run time of 10.5μs. When clock
periods were arbitrarily chosen as those of cycles 1 and 1500
for k = 2, or 1, 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 for k = 4, test
times were about 22% longer than those for optimized periods.

IX. RESULTS OF ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

Table II gives results of application to ISCAS’89 benchmark
circuits. We used the full scan (single scan chain) versions in
TSMC 180nm CMOS technology. All circuits and their tests
were obtained as described in Section VII. Critical path delays
Tmin determined by static timing analysis [5] are shown in
column 2. Column 3 gives the total number of clock cycles
in the scan test. Pmax in column 4 is somewhat arbitrary and
used for illustration. Next four columns give characteristics
of the pseudo-energy profile as discussed in Section VII. The
last four columns give test times for k = 1, 4, 10 and N by
LES improvement of kth-root solution.

X. CONCLUSION

The last column (k = N) in Table II, where the clock
is customized for each cycle, gives the minimum test time
achievable by aperiodic clock testing [20]. Results of this
paper show that almost all of this test time saving is achieved
by just four to ten selected clocks. Section VII illustrates that
the kth-root solution, though extremely simple, is also accurate
for ten or more clocks. For fewer clocks the locally exhaustive
search (LES) algorithm provides an effective solution.
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